
 

        

Game Overview: FORMULA ONE 05™
At Home with FORMULA ONE 05 on PlayStation®2

The Real Deal
Race a full length Grand Prix with all the official cars, drivers, teams and tracks including
the new Istanbul track, Turkey.

Four New Learner Aids
“The game takes seconds to learn but hours to master”

1] Loading Screen Tips
This new function includes circuit map and tips on how to race the circuit, tips on
how to enhance game play and helpers

2] Help Ticker
Scrolling ticker line on the front end explaining each option quickly

3] Audio Information Tips
In technical areas such as the garage, players can hit ‘square’ for additional
audio insights about the items chosen

4] Pit Crew Reminders
During the race player’s pit team can offer audio advice such as how to tackle a
particular corner or how to correct an error the player is making.

New Driving Aids
New driver aids with optional functions including: Automatic breaking; Spin recovery &
Steer assistance.

Online Gaming
 Online head-to-head racing for up to 10 players
 Join online communities, buddy lists & world ranking ladders
 Compete with your best lap time and average speed across circuits
 Online chat and voice communications in lobby 



 

Improved Career Mode
 Greater variety of tests and more career opportunities to progress and fulfil  your

racing potential
 Increased accessibility at the beginning of the career for all level of game players 

New Interactive Pit Stops
 By  hitting  the  correct  button  sequence  as  directed  on  screen,  pit  times  can  be

improved manually during the game play.

Grid Walks
 Grid walks are now fully populated with mechanics, grid girls, journalists, cameramen

and location specific events

New Information Centre
 A bespoke centre with tips, comprehensive glossary of FORMULA ONE terms that

means the FORMULA ONE fan can get  closer  and delve  even further  into  their
beloved sport

Unlocks
 Including tracks, historic cars and a fantasy car 
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For more information contact your local PR Manager.

About Sony Computer Entertainment Europe Ltd.
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe (SCEE), based in London, is responsible for the
distribution, marketing and sales of PS one®, PlayStation®2 and PlayStation Portable®
software and hardware in  102 territories across Europe,  the Middle East,  Africa and
Oceania. SCEE also develops, publishes, markets and distributes games software for
the three formats, and manages the third party licensing programs for these platforms in
the PAL territories. At the end of March 2005, over 40 million PlayStation® units had
been  shipped  across  these  PAL territories,  over  102  million  worldwide.  Between  its
European debut  on 24 November 2000 and the end of  March 2005,  over 31 million
PlayStation®2 units have been shipped across the PAL territories, over 87 million world-
wide, making it one of the most successful consumer electronic products in history. 
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